
Distinctly Different 



An architectural edge

Our home designs capture the essence of the stylish and contemporary 
Australian lifestyle. Each inspired floorplan celebrates a strong sense of 
connectivity between private spaces and shared living areas. With this as 
a base, we inject nuances that reflect how you like to live.

From practical features such as plentiful storage to beautiful large windows 
for abundant natural light, every element enhances the transition from 
room to room. Architectural elements, textures and finishes flow from 
the external façade to the interiors, creating a seamless indoor-outdoor 
lifestyle resulting in a flow that feels very natural.

Every home we build 
starts with you in mind

At Thomas Archer, our philosophy is to listen 
and collaborate with our clients. We partner 
with you to gain insight into the way you live, 
using your vision as the inspiration behind 
the homes we design and build. Our team 
seamlessly come together to plan and create 
liveable environments that reflect your lifestyle 
and personality, resulting in homes that are as 
distinct and as unique as them.

Whether we are pushing the boundaries on 
an incredible custom home or modifying 
one from our architecturally pre-designed 
Expressions Series; you can rest assured 
that you are building with a partner who will 
deliver a stunning home that is beautiful and 
of exceptional quality.



Designer details

It is the finishing touches that make the difference and 
our homes come with impressive inclusions. No detail is 
overlooked. Through our industry partnerships, we offer quality 
designer brands as well as access to architectural brands and 
features, ensuring you get the very best of everything.

Every aspect of your home will exude incredible style. Our 
contemporary builder finishes include elegant niches, square 
set windows and frames, as well as designer and European 
brands throughout. For those looking to add that extra bit of 
luxury, we also offer a wide range of sleek premium upgrades 
through our Style Studio.

You are always our priority

Our dedicated team of specialists work tirelessly to create 
the most stunning representation of your vision; and deliver 
a home that meets both your aesthetic desire and budget. 
The quality homes we build, the features we include, and the 
service we provide are all second to none.

We pride ourselves on exceeding expectations and bring 
personalised service, enthusiasm and care into every single 
project which continues even after we’ve handed over 
the keys. From our Founding Director to our Estimators, 
Administrators and Project Managers, you can rest assured 
our team will be right by your side throughout your build. 
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A personal touch

Our process and service philosophy are all designed 
around you. We know it’s not just the big things but 
the small things matter too. At Thomas Archer, we 
provide unparalleled personalised service, so you 
can enjoy peace of mind from start to finish.

Contact us to find out more about Thomas Archer 
and how we can help create a home as distinct and 
individual as you.


